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All Together Now: Total Savings
Total U.S. energy usage in 2000 was around 98.942 quads divided as follows258 :
Total U.S. Energy Consumption 2000

Residential
21%

Transportation
27%

Commercial
17%
Industrial
35%

Using the same information, we derive the following table with percentage consumption
from each sector, along with the percent savings from the appropriate preceding chapters,
along with the premium we can pay for renewables.
Percent Total
Consumption
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Total

20.73%
17.38%
35.05%
26.84%
100.00%

Savings

68.75%
70.00%
75.00%
77.07%
73.39%

Consumption
Remaining
6.48%
5.21%
8.76%
6.15%
26.61%

Multiple of current fossil fuel price savings from
efficiency measures would let us pay for
renewables.
1.87x
2.83x
2.10x
5.00x
2.79x

So we can save ~73% of energy used on a per capita basis. After those savings, we can
pay ~2.8 times what we currently spend for fossil fuels, and break even on total national
energy bill.
But this is not the end of potential for efficiency gains. We also lose energy converting
fuels into electricity, and then transmitting that electricity along power lines; around 38%
of total primary energy consumption is used to generate electrical power258 .
Around 30% of electricity today comes from non-combustion sources259; that is from
sources other than burning something. Nothing is burned to create hydroelectricity; it taps
the energy of falling water. Geothermal energy uses the heat of the earth to boil water for
steam. Wind, solar, wave, and tidal energy provide small amounts of non-combustion
electricity. (So does nuclear power. But nuclear energy has its own problems.)
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Burning fuel produces the rest - around 70%. This requires a bit less than three units of
fuel to produce one unit of electricity. In the year 2000, according to the International
Energy Agency, the U.S. produced about 36.7 BTUs of electricity for each 100 BTUs
burned to generate it239 . (This included line losses of around 10%260, as well as thermal
conversion losses.)
Given the efficiencies we are looking at, the total drop in electricity use, we should be
able to supply all our electricity entirely from sources that don’t involve combustion of
fuel – hydroelectricity, wind and geothermal plus solar thermal. So after countervailing
factors, (small additional amounts of electricity used in transportation, and additional line
losses from sending power longer distances), we should have a net savings of an
additional ~9.6% of remaining energy consumptioni . Including that, we can save a total
of 83% of energy use per capita, without lifestyle reductions or shrinking our economy.
.
Remember that, though our target date for a complete switch to renewable sources is
2040, we want to meet the energy needs of 2050 by that date. That is because we don’t
want to supply most energy from renewables in 2040, and then run short the next year.

i

We calculate this as follows. Current line losses, as mentioned, are about 10%. But if we are going
generate electricity renewably without assuming breakthroughs – without assuming cheap solar cells,
inexpensive fuel cells, inexpensive electrolysis, we will have ship electricity from where inexpensive
renewable sources may be found – a lot of it a long distance from where consumed. So that we means we
will need longer distance transmission lines, and greater losses from transmission – maybe as much as 10%
greater (bringing total line losses to 20%).
Current losses are ~63% (current net conversion) of 70% (the percent of our electricity we generate from
fossil fuel) of 38% (primary energy used to generate electricity) – equals ~16.76%. Instead we would lose
~20% of ~70% of ~38% - equals a ~5.3% loss. This is about an 11% gross saving.
However the 30% we currently generate from non-combustion sources will also have to be shipped further,
doubling our 10% transmission loss there to 20%. So instead of 10% of 30% of 38% (~1%), we will lose
20% of 30% of 38% (~2%), another ~1%.
Lastly, about ~2% of total energy will be additional electricity used for transportation currently powered by
fuel. This will be a tremendous savings over IC and jet engines; but we will still have a 20% transmission
loss - an additional ~0.4%. Subtracting that 1% and .4% from the 11% gross saving still lets us save ~9.6%
of total energy remaining.
These saving are economic, and environmental. A hydroelectric turbine does not convert the power of
falling water to electricity with 100% efficiency (though it can come surprisingly close). Neither do wind
generators, nor geothermal power stations.
The environmental differences are obvious; a solar thermal power plant emits no greenhouse gases in
operation. The economic difference is important too. If you burn natural gas to produce electricity you
could have used that same natural gas somewhere else – to heat homes, to drive high temperature industrial
processes, to use as a raw feedstock. When we tap the power of the wind to generate electricity or pump
water, that is the first stage at which the natural resource has been converted to an economic one. The
opportunity costs are of a different order. (They are not zero of course; resources go into building a wind
generator. But your operating input is not something that otherwise would have gone to a different
economic purpose.)
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What do we project energy consumption as in 2050 as? Up to 2010, we are looking at
DOE projections that include per person economic growth. From 2010 forward we look
only at population growth. (We explain why at the end of this chapter)
Projected energy consumption for 2010 is ~112 quads261. The middle (most probable)
case U.S. population growth from 2010 to 2050 is projected to be slightly less than
35%262 . So without increased efficiency, and (only for the moment) not considering
economic growth, that means consumption is expected to be under ~152 quads of
primary energy. With a bit less than factor a factor four increase in efficiency, the 73%
reduction we talked of, this results in a consumption of ~41 quads in 2050, ~6.8 quads of
which will be electricity. Not burning fuel to produce that electricity saves us 9.6% of the
total energy consumption – an additional ~3.6 quads.
Sector
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Savings From Increased Efficiency in Electrical Production
Total
Absolute (as oppose to relative savings)

Quads
~9.85
~7.93
~13.32
~9.64
(~3.88)
~36.86
~63%

Note that a bit over one sixth of the total will be electrical.
Why deal only with population growth, and not per capita economic growth that exceeds
it? We are looking at savings possible through technology available today. This means
we assume no breakthroughs in renewables, no hydrogen path, and no inexpensive solar
cells. In general the price per BTU of renewable energy has dropped faster than the
economy has grown. (For example, the price of photovoltaic cells dropped from almost
$500 per peak watt in 1965 to around $5.00 per peak watt in 2001263.)
Per capita economic growth stems from two sources. One, which can be beneficial, is
improvement in technology or business processes. Better technology, better workflow,
and reductions in waste are all examples of this. Another comes from sweating workers
more - lowering wages, making people work longer hours for no extra pay, making
people work in more unpleasant or more dangerous working conditions. (For example,
real U.S hourly wages for 80% of us peaked in 1972; they have fallen and risen since
then, but never again reached the 1972 peak – nor, since 1980, even returned to the 1968
level again264. 100% of benefits from economic productivity increases have gone to
capital and the top 20% of wage earnersi. The only reason incomes for the rest of us have
risen at all since 1972 is due to longer work hours.) Growth from this second source is
not worth the price to the overwhelming majority of us whose hourly wage has been
lowered.

i

The top 20% of households earned more than $84,000 in 2000.
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So if we stick to growth from actual improvement in the way work is done, then we can
count on renewable technology to automatically keep up with it. In short we want to
demonstrate that the technology we have now can maintain the 2010 U.S. per capita GDP
through 2050. If we show that, with a transition to essentially zero emission by 2040,
then we have shown (by usual economic standards anyway) that normal renewable
innovation rates will sustain economic growth over and above population increases.
(To be on the safe side though, you will note that we do have a section near the end of the
book where we specifically consider R&D areas that would cover economic growth
beyond that in population. It is speculative – but then again so are the innovations that
will create such per capita growth. In that context we can consider things like cheap solar
cells – because their uncertainty is no greater than the processes which will consume their
power.)
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